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§ 249.1 Purpose.
This part prescribes certain regulations governing the placement of marine hull insurance on vessels built or operated with subsidy or covered by vessel obligation guarantees issued pursuant to Title XI of the Merchant Marine Act, 1936, as amended (Act). (46 U.S.C. 1271–1279)

§ 249.2 Policy.
(a) It is the policy of the Maritime Administration (MARAD) that companies subject to requirements for the placement of marine hull insurance shall be afforded the widest possible opportunity to obtain the necessary coverage, with minimal regulatory constraints, with financially sound underwriters, and that such placement should not create any unnecessary impediments to competitive maritime operations.

(b) It is also the policy of MARAD to require owners of vessels with ODS or Title XI obligation guarantees to allow the American marine insurance market the opportunity to compete for the marine hull insurance on their vessels before such insurance is placed. Consistent with sound business judgment, owners will be expected to place their insurance with the American market to the maximum extent possible when the rates, terms and conditions offered by American underwriters are competitive with those offered by foreign underwriters.

§ 249.3 Amounts of insurance.
MARAD will inform the owner of each vessel that is subsidized or covered by vessel obligation guarantees, prior to initial placement and at least annually thereafter, of the minimum amount of insurance required to be placed on the vessel.

§ 249.4 Eligibility.
In General. All required marine hull insurance must be placed with:
(a) Underwriters licensed to do business in one or more of the United States;
(b) Underwriters at Lloyds;
(c) Member companies of the Institute of London Underwriters; or
(d) Other underwriters specifically approved in advance by the Maritime Administration.

§ 249.5 Eligibility criteria.
(a) U.S. Underwriters. Underwriters licensed to do business in a state are eligible to participate without further consideration, provided they have at least a B security rating, as published in the latest edition of A.M. Best’s Insurance Reports, and the amount of insurance does not exceed the limitation on risk prescribed in § 249.8.

(b) Foreign Underwriters. (1) Underwriters at Lloyds are eligible to participate without further consideration.

(2) Underwriters which are members of the Institute of London Underwriters (ILU) (i.e., member companies, not parents or affiliates of the member companies) are eligible to participate without further consideration, provided they have at least a B security rating, as published in the latest edition of A.M. Best’s Insurance Reports, and the amount of insurance does not exceed the limitation on risk prescribed in § 249.8.

(3) Other underwriters specifically approved in advance by the Maritime Administration.